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Abstract

Triple Space Computing (TSC) is a communication and coordi-
nation paradigm that introduces a completely new way of device in-
teraction. Mobile Computing has certain characteristics that make
the idea of TSC appealing and could therefore pro�t from using this
paradigm. Mobile devices such as mobile phones can often run Java
Applications. However up to now there are no mobile applications
that use TSC and its APIs. Therefore it is obvious that a �rst ap-
proach of an implementation is necessary.
This thesis with its combined applications introduces how a communi-
cation structure between mobile devices and TSC can be implemented.
The mobile application uses a previously introduced API for interac-
tion.
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1 Introduction

Triple Space Computing (TSC) could become a commonly used com-
munication technology for interaction between devices. Especially in
the mobile world it has big potentials. TSC is based on tuple space
computing[23], shared object space and semantic web technologies. A
tuple space model and shared object space means, that there is one
storage space, that decouples information exchange from reference,
time and space[33]. This fact makes TSC very interesting for the mo-
bile world. Apart from mobile devices, ubiquitous computing is also
a great market for TSC as these advantages also appeal to the way
ubiquitous computing collects data. TSC uses existing semantic web
technologies such as Resource Description Framework (RDF)[22] for
describing the semantics of data. In RDF the data is stored as triples
containing subject, predicate and object. It is possible to use an ob-
ject of one triple as a subject for another triple. By connecting the
triples graphs are generated that describe any data semantically. This
has parallels to the human language and provides the computational
data communication with semantics. Triples can be stored in, altered
and retrieved from the storage space.
The advantages of tuple space computing are scalability and simplic-
ity. It simpli�es communication and data exchange. TSC is aligned
with semantic web standards and uses URIs[19] (i.e. hyper links)
to identify the elements of each triple. URIs are always unique and
can therefore be used to distinguish information. Further URIs are
used to identify namespaces[34] and resources in TSC. Existing Web
service technologies use URIs too and can therefore be applied to TSC.

Nevertheless the whole TSC paradigm is still in an early stage.
The fact that the interfaces for the Triple Space implementations are
still in development explains why the TSC paradigm is not yet imple-
mented in applications.
The focus of this thesis is to show an implementation of TSC for mo-
bile devices. TSC itself can have various implementations and can also
be based on various technologies. At the DERI institute in Galway
(Ireland)1 the YARS RDF-Store is being developed. This is a persis-
tence framework developed in Java which can be used by the Triple
Space for data storage. The thesis Java API for Mobile TSC/YARS'
[28] which can be seen as the �rst part of this thesis had the inten-
tion of introducing an Application Programming Interface (API) for
Triple Spaces in general and YARS in particular. This API should
enable developers of mobile devices to interact with the Triple Space.

1http://www.deri.ie
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This thesis is going to test and apply the API functionalities in a real
situation.

2 Goals

The main goal of this thesis is an application for mobile devices. This
application will implement the bene�ts of TSC in combination with
mobile computing. So it should basically be an application that uses
the Triple Space and the YARS storage for persistent storage. It will
then perform actions in the Triple Space like querying, altering and
inserting.
It also has to be considered that the application has to be able to run
on a mobile device. These mobile devices usually do not have input
devices like PCs do. For example they do not have a keyboard or
a mouse. So the structure and the user interface must also be well
thought out. Their capacity is limited as well, which is probably the
greatest di�culty for a developer as he has to use the resources eco-
nomically. The �nished prototype should be easy to use in spite of
these barriers.
Another goal of this thesis is to use the functionalities introduced in
the APIs and to check if they can be implemented in applications as
claimed. Eventual problems may arise and must be taken into ac-
count. For this reason both projects are developed concurrently. The
API thesis [28] introduces a programming interface and this thesis
will prove the correctness of the functionalities. In the course of this
project the API thesis will get feedback on the provided functionali-
ties. Therefore the two theses go hand in hand with each other as one
cannot be completed without parts of the other.
Applying the standard API functionalities is the goal, but the appli-
cation is also useful to show the features, advantages and capabilities
of TSC.
The �nal prototype is a mobile application programmed in Java 2
Platform Micro Edition (J2ME) [5] and a desktop application pro-
grammed in Java 2 Platform Standard Edition (J2SE) [6] and Swing
[10].
These two applications are only able to run in combination with other
software components. These components are a servlet-based [7] Triple
Space and the YARS storage system. The Triple Space serves as a mid-
dleware between the application and the YARS storage. This software
is part of the thesis too. Figure 2 gives a very reduced overview of all
components which are part of this thesis.

What the actual application should �nally be able to do is not
alleged in the given topic and is free to be chosen. Basically there
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Figure 1: Reduced overview of this thesis

are many use-cases in which space-like middleware could be valuable
which proves its exibility and integrability. This was decided to be
a client application which manages timetables (consultation hours)
of university members such as professors. This is easy to implement
and the most e�ort can be laid on the communication with the Triple
Space.
A permitted user (professor) can enter his consultation hours by using
the desktop client.
Anybody with the mobile client installed on his mobile device and
with an internet connection, can retrieve this information from the
Triple Space by connecting to the space servlet. So in the end a per-
son arriving at the university complex using the university internal
WLAN can get information about the time and place (roomnumber)
of the consultation hour he or she wants to visit. The application
could certainly be implemented without using a Triple Space and its
functionalities do not depend on the Triple Space. But since the appli-
cation should focus on the layering and the access patterns that TSC
and its APIs provide, it should refrain from to much initial complexity
and be kept simple.
The mobile and desktop clients are both implemented as lightweight
clients [33]. A lightweight client writes triples, reads triples or does
both either simultaneously or sequentially but has no data stored it-
self.
In future and not as part of this thesis it is thought of implementing
a heavyweight client [33]. This is able to perform the same tasks as
the lightweight client, but also participates in sharing and storing the
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RDF information of a distributed Triple Space.

3 Methodology

Here the general road map for achieving the �nal prototype is listed.
This will always be taken into consideration during the entire devel-
opment process.

� The �rst step is merely helping to create a Java API for the
YARS Triple Space. This is the main subject of the bachelor
thesis "Java API for Mobile TSC/YARS" [28].
Without the API of this thesis it would be di�cult to create
applications that would be able to perform actions on the Space.
The main way this thesis could assist was in developing a test
client that checks the functionalities of the API. Such a test
application is very helpful to detect if there are any di�culties in
handling the Triple Space. Besides the test client this thesis can
also provide feedback throughout the entire project. Di�erences
to normal database applications will occur.

� After the Java API is implemented productive programming can
begin, starting with a desktop application. This application will
implement almost all the features, the �nal mobile application
will have plus an easy to use user interface for inserting data into
the Triple Space.
A desktop application is necessary to easily insert and change
data in the Triple Space. Here a mobile device would be too
awkward. It also makes sense to implement a stand-alone desk-
top system because then eventual problems with J2ME are sep-
arated from the goal of handling the Triple Space. Only if the
desktop application runs error-free and stable, the development
process of the mobile client can be started. Even though the
desktop application is not the main aim of the thesis, it will take
most of the time as the communication with the space and the
sent and received messages are the parts that are the greatest
challenge.

� After this a mobile client will be implemented. Here emphasis
is laid on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and usability. The
application has to be functional and easy to use. This includes a
coherent navigation. Only if this is the case, the bene�t of using
these technologies can be seen.

� During all stages of development it is necessary to document the
creation process.
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As there are three software components communicating with
each other, bugs cannot be traced easily. So testing of all func-
tionalities is also very essential. Only then bugs can be identi�ed
early and e�ciently.

4 Background Technologies

The whole project is developed and implemented on various systems.
The Space runs as a servlet [7] on an Apache-Tomcat server [2]. The
desktop application is developed in J2SE [6] and the mobile applica-
tion uses J2ME [5]. So the project can be seen as a collaboration of
stand-alone software systems. Each of them has a di�erent purpose
and uses its own technology. They have to interact with each other
seamlessly to perform the intended tasks.
This section explains the technologies used in the project.

4.1 Java J2ME and mobile computing

The Java 2 Platform Micro Edition (J2ME)[5] is used for the mobile
application, which �nally visualizes the information that is stored in
the Triple Space for a user.
J2ME is a collection of Java Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) and is specially designed for limited devices such as Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAs) and cell phones. Connected Limited De-
vice Con�guration (CLDC)[3] is a subset of the standard Java class
libraries in J2SE [6]. Mobile Information Device Pro�le (MIDP) [29]
is the most common pro�le for J2ME, therefore J2ME provides its
own virtual machine with its own runtime. This runtime provides the
basic functionalities to address ITU-T[14] keypads, small screens and
small storage capabilities.
According to Sun Microsystems who is the vendor of J2ME and MIDP,
MIDP is highly secure as it supports https and uses existing standards
such as Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [20] and Wireless Transport Layer
Security (WTLS) [27] to enable the transmission of encrypted data.
MIDP applications are called Midlets and are compatible with many
mobile devices. For the development a special toolkit [9] is needed.
Such a toolkit emulates the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of mo-
bile devices. Unfortunately various toolkits exist as di�erent toolkits
are necessary for di�erent devices. All of them visualize content in a
di�erent way. Therefore the programmer must either concentrate on
one speci�c toolkit or �nd a medium between di�erent toolkits. The
"J2ME Wireless Toolkit", provided by Sun Microsystems is a stan-
dard toolkit [9] which uses quite basic functionalities and therefore
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runs on many devices. This is therefore used in this project.
With creating a J2ME application the main concern was how easily

and e�ectively a later user can operate the application [25]. This is
called usability. There are various aspects of mobile usability. On the
one hand it relates to the structure, content and layout rules of a site
and is a measure of the e�ciency of the mobile application. On the
other hand there is device usability, which is primarily concerned with
the equipment hardware of the device. This pertains to the capability
of the equipment being used easily and e�ectively.
"Easily" refers to a speci�ed level of acceptability and comfort of use.
"E�ciency" relates to the used resources in relation to the accuracy
and completeness with which users achieve their goals.
In particular, device usability focuses on keypad design, display and
limitations of the mobile device.

Advantages

What makes mobile devices so interesting for this kind of system is
the fact, that they are extremely popular and widespread which results
from their being:[25]

� personal: a mobile device belongs to only one person in most
cases. A person can be identi�ed by his mobile device.

� personalizable: the user can decide which of the contents he
wants and in which way he wants to receive the content.

� portable: not bound to one place

and increasingly multi-functional beyond their original purpose of
voice communication. Beyond these factors, the advantages of mo-
bile devices will increasingly include:

� location awareness: techniques like Global Positioning GPS are
becoming more and more common for mobile devices. These
enable exact positioning everywhere in the world.

� implicit user identi�cation: resulting from the fact of being per-
sonal and only accessible to one person, the identi�cation of the
user by the software system can be simpli�ed (no login proce-
dure)

� one-handed operation

� always on and therefore better for communication than desktop
PCs.

Furthermore, nowadays far more people have access to mobile devices
than to a desktop computer. With a mobile device, no additional
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equipment is necessary. Therefore it is clear that J2ME has a great
potential in the market.
A great new feature of MIDP 2.0 is called Over The Air(OTA)[13]
provisioning. Among other features this allows automatic updating
of the application over the air. This is of great assistance in keeping
an application up-to-date because the latest version can always be
distributed to the device.

Limitations

Nevertheless J2ME with the compilation under MIDP has not only
advantages but some limitations and weak points compared to the
traditional Java applets and applications[31].
Developers can normally execute an application using a Web browser
or Java interpreter during the development phase. Midlets must be
executed using a special emulator that emulates an actual mobile de-
vice. A J2ME emulator is an important development tool that includes
both the standard J2ME Wireless Toolkit and other similar toolkits
that are provided by device vendors. In this case the standard toolkit
[9] is used to emulate an actual mobile device.
However, this does not guarantee that the application will be portable
to all devices. Total portability can only be guaranteed by using the
device-speci�c toolkits and test all functionalities with every toolkit.
J2ME implements a very limited API. Many often-used elements can
not be applied under J2ME and have to be substituted. Of course this
implicates some problems in the development which will be discussed
in section 5.4.
In addition to the limitations mentioned above, there are also restric-
tions imposed by the small keyboard and screen. This results almost
inevitably in a poorer usability than for example on desktop PCs.
The small memory space and the poor processing power also have to
be considered when developing a J2ME application. All these fac-
tors make the development of J2ME applications more di�cult than
classical Java programs.

4.2 Triple Space Computing

The Triple Space Computing(TSC) paradigm is explained with an
emphasis on the implementation in a real-world environment. The
components and their purpose will be discussed.
Triple Space Computing is an extension of the tuple space computing
[23] paradigm. Tuple space computing allows a communication be-
tween devices in a network by reading and writing information in a
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shared space. Now TSC extends this by providing machine process-
able semantics.
Triple Space Computing can be seen as an infrastructure in which
machines are able to share semantic information. Further TSC serves
as a shared space where various services can deliver or retrieve infor-
mation asynchronously.
This infrastructure is based on the paradigm called Representational
State Transfer (REST)[32]. REST applies the web paradigm of persis-
tent publishing and reading to transaction-oriented services. The ad-
vantage of this paradigm as opposed to traditional (web)services using
synchronous and statefull message exchange is that here interacting
devices no longer have to synchronize themselves when communicat-
ing. They furthermore do not even have to be both accessible at the
same time. They only have to connect to the Triple Space whenever
they want to transmit data. Especially web services can greatly bene�t
from the features of TSC, as information can be accessed independent
from time and other devices. The main advantages of TSC especially
in view of mobile computing are also based on this paradigm as follows:

� Space autonomy: Producers and consumers can run in com-
pletely di�erent computational environments as long as both can
access the same service. This means that the access can be made
from any mobile or desktop device. Other standard databases in
combination with clients do not always provide drivers for every
device.

� Time autonomy: Two interacting services do not need to be run-
ning at the same time. They can communicate asynchronously.
Especially mobile devices are not always on but can retrieve in-
formation whenever they connect.

� Reference autonomy: The participants who communicate through
an event service do not need to know each other. This makes
the system far more scalable.

Components

In every TSC architecture there have to be certain components. They
can have various implementations but basically they always consist of
two basic component types.[33]

TSC Servers

TSC Servers all have the following properties in common. They:

� store primary and secondary replicas of the data published
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� support versioning services

� provide an access point for clients to the peer network

� maintain and execute searching

� provide services for evaluating complex queries

� implement subscription mechanisms related with the contents
stored

� provide security and trust services

� balance workload and monitor requests from other nodes and
subscriptions and advertisements from publishers and consumers

Clients

Within the TSC, there can be two kinds of clients.

� Heavyweight-clients which are peers that are not always con-
nected to the system. They provide most of the infrastructure of
a server (storage and searching capabilities) and support users
and applications to work o�-line with their own replica of part of
the Triple Space. Replication mechanisms are in charge to keep
replicas in clients and servers up-to-date.

� Lightweight-clients which only include the presentation infrastruc-
ture to write, query, edit operations and visualize data stored on
Triple Spaces.

In this project there are only lightweight clients which can be operated
by the user.
There also are two servers. One is the TSC storage itself and the other
is a middleware, between the Triple Space and the actual application.
This is called space. The speci�c purpose of the components will be
explained in section 5.
A user can publish or access information through the lightweight client
which can be installed e.g. on his mobile phone. This client connects
via HTTP to the space application. This again connects via HTTP
to the actual YARS implementation.

Figure 2 shows the logical background in which TSC servers and
clients can communicate with each other. It proposes which operations
should be implemented in TSC in general. The various layers of the
stack will be explained now.

Data Source

This is a speci�c data storage. It could be a database management
system(dbms) of any kind or even only a text �le. Of course a dbms
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Figure 2: The TSC Stack model

provides a far higher e�ciency for the low level management (indexing
structures) of the data on the storage hardware than a text �le.

Data Access API

The Data Access API is an interface that de�nes all functionalities
which have to be implemented by the space. These functionalities
are needed in order to access the data source. The Data Access API
abstracts the underlying storage system.

Data Access Layer

The Data Access Layer implements the Data Access API. It provides
accessibility to every data store used in TSC. Every data store imple-
mentation needs its own Data Access Layer which then can address
the stored data.

Coordination Layer

The Coordination Layer implements transaction management. Oper-
ations that interact with the space are created, committed or aborted
in this layer. It can access the data access layer in order to store
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data to or retrieve data from the database. If there is more than one
space, the Coordination Layer manages the distribution and collection
(synchronisation) of the data among the spaces.

Operation and Security Layer

This executes the Triple Space operations that are invoked by the
clients. It also implements all security functionalities such as access
control. The operation layer also invokes the underlying coordination
layer.

Mediation Engine

This helps to resolve communication problems between di�erent clients.
If di�erent clients have divers communication standards or simply rep-
resent the same data slightly di�erently. The Mediation Engine has
to map the heterogeneous data into a homogeneous format.

Mediation Management API

This introduces functionalities to edit Mediation Engine rules.

4.3 RDF

Resource Description Framework (RDF)is a Semantic Web technology.
Understanding what RDF is about is crucial when dealing with TSC
as RDF is the format of data representation in TSC. Every information
sent from or to a Triple Space always resembles the RDF structure.
RDF can be implemented in XML or in other languages.
Within RDF �les, the data is represented as so-called RDF-triples.
These triples are always a combination of a subject, a predicate and
an object. They are very simple and easy to understand by humans
and machines.

Figure 3: RDF - triple

The setup of these three elements is shown in �gure 3.
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� The subject is the resource that will be described further by the
triple. A resource can be anything that can be identi�ed in the
web. As an identi�cation of the resources RDF uses URIs.

� The predicate is an element that binds the subject and the ob-
ject. Just as in the human language the predicate explains the
subject nearer.

� The object describes the value of the predicate. An object can
also be a resource itself. This enables the construction of graphs
in RDF as can be seen in �gure 4 where the resource
http://www.uibk.ac.at/markmattern
is the subject for one triple and the object for another.
Nevertheless the RDF-object cannot be compared with objects
in the human language. For instance, literals such as numbers
or names are also allowed. These are no objects in the sense of
human language. This means that linguistic objects are only a
subset of RDF-objects.

Figure 4: Object node is a resource itself

4.4 YARS

The words "Yet Another"' in the name Yet Another RDF Store(YARS)
already indicate that some systems to store RDF data persistently al-
ready exist. A few examples of RDF storage systems are Jena2 [26],
Sesame2 [11] or Redland [17]. Nevertheless all these systems have one
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disadvantage. Especially for typical data queries from Web applica-
tions, they have a very poor performance [16]. This results from the
internal indexing structure.
YARS is written as a servlet[7] in Java and can be deployed to any
servlet container such as tomcat [2]. As a requirement the Java 1.4.2
runtime has to be installed on the server that runs the servlet con-
tainer.
A great advantage of YARS is, that it allows querying RDF based
on a declarative query language which o�ers a somewhat higher ab-
straction layer than the APIs of RDF toolkits mentioned above. The
indexes can be optimized for more e�cient querying results.
The YARS servlet accepts HTTP requests and stores the data phys-
ically in the underlying database. This database is the Berkley DB
Java edition [1]. Berkley DB is an application that is written entirely
in Java. It has less overhead than typical relational Databases. As
a result it is a very fast database that �ts perfectly into the Java
surrounding of YARS as it even uses many of the same API parts.
Internally the data is stored in B+ trees [15].
YARS uses Notation3 [18] which is explained in the following as a way
to encode facts and queries.[12].

4.4.1 N3 N3QL

Like RDF Notation3 (N3)[18] is used to describe and store semantic
data. N3 is more compact than XML-based RDF formats. With N3
it is furthermore possible to introduce semantic rules with RDF and
thereby extend RDF. N3 uses a simple and consistent grammar. It is
therefore easy to be read and understood by humans on the one hand
and can be easily parsed by machines on the other hand.
The YARS system uses the N3 format to return requested data. N3 is
also used to commit data to the Triple Space. It is therefore essential
to understand the syntax rules when working with the YARS system.
Here is a small example of how easy a table with its data-sets can be
expressed in N3 to get a brief idea of how N3 looks.

- Age Nationality

Michael 24 English
Tobi 33 German
Susan 27 American

The the corresponding expression in N3 is:

< Michael >< age > 24;< nationality > "English":
< Tobi >< age > 33;< nationality > "German":
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< Susan >< age > 27;< nationality > "American":

Detailed information on the syntax can be found here [18]

N3 Query Language (N3QL) is a querying language for data stored
in the RDF format. An N3QL query is understood by the YARS sys-
tem and returns data in N3 format. N3QL provides queries with
patterns and constraints over an RDF model.
In this system the desktop and mobile clients set o� N3QL queries
and get response in N3. For demonstration uses the following query
is implemented in the client applications. This query simply returns
all triples from a data storage.

@prefix ql : < http : ==www:w3:org=2004=12=ql > .
@prefix dc : < http : ==purl:org=dc=elements=1:1= > .
@prefix yars : < http : ==sw:deri:org=2004=06=yars > .

<> ql : selectf
?s?p?o:
g; ql : wheref
?s?p?o:
g .

� The �rst part are the pre�xes. The use of these is simply a
placeholder for the namespaces which can be very long. The
pre�xes can later be used in the query.

� The "select" clause is the template for returned data. This is
an RDF graph in N3 syntax. No variable is allowed to occur
in the select graph which does not occur in the "where" graph.
The characters ?s ?p ?o are simply a wild-card marking that any
triple will match.

� The "where" clause describes the graph in the RDF model to
be matched. Just like the "select" clause de�nes a graph in N3
syntax.

In order to retrieve precise data, the "select" and the "where" clauses
have to be speci�ed. Here is one example.

@prefixql :< http : ==www:w3:org=2004=12=ql > :
@prefixdc :< http : ==purl:org=dc=elements=1:1= > :
@prefixyars :< http : ==sw:deri:org=2004=06=yars > :
<> ql : selectf
< http : ==www:uibk:ac:at=Mattern >< http : ==xmlns:com=weekday >
?o:
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g; ql : wheref
< http : ==www:uibk:ac:at=Mattern >< http : ==xmlns:com=weekday >
?o:
yars : context ?c:
g:

This query returns the weekday on which the person called "Mat-
tern" has his consultation hour. In fact the query pattern matches
the triple, where
< http : ==www:uibk:ac:at=Mattern > is the subject and
< http : ==xmlns:com=foaf=0:1=weekday > is the predicate.
The ?o marks the value that is requested; in this case, the object.
A correct response value (N3-triple) by the YARS system to this query
could look like the following.

< http : ==www:uibk:ac:at=MatternMark >
< http : ==xmlns:com=foaf=0:1=weekday >
< Tuesday > :

this can easily be parsed by the requester and the value \Tuesday"
can be processed. This way all data can be requested.
As explained before, the YARS system uses N3 notation for inserting,
modifying, deleting and querying data.

5 Implementation

Apart from all theoretical preparatory work the main aim of this thesis
is to show how one can implement an application, which uses the
Triple Space and its storage repository as a storage medium. In the
following section we will get to know structural overview of the YARS
system as an implementation of TSC. The API speci�cation will also
be examined.
As a storage repository implementation for the Triple Space the YARS
system is used here. In this section all components of this project
are shown and their places in the TSC framework are pointed out.
Further it will be shown how the components are implemented and
how another client application that may perform completely di�erent
tasks could be integrated in the system.

5.1 General Structure

The structure of the entire project is basically simple. It consists of
three main components which all have di�erent tasks. Figure 5 shows
the structure of the system and how the components are connected.
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In the section TSC the TSC Stack was already introduced. It will
now be shown in which way the three components implement these
theoretical layers and each of these components is then examined in
detail.
Compared to the layer stack of �gure 2 of course not all stack layers
can be clearly assigned to the components. Furthermore some com-
ponents include more than one layer.

Figure 5: Stack-structure of this project

The �rst component is the Triple Space storage implementation itself.
In this case this is the YARS servlet which is already explained in
section 4.4. For the entire system it acts as a database management
system(dbms) which stores the data persistently on the webserver. It
also coordinates the access to the data and o�ers an interface for ex-
ternal access to the data.
The second component is the space servlet which acts as a commu-
nicator for the speci�c Triple Space implementation which is YARS
here. It uses an interface called Data Access API to connect to the
YARS servlet. The basic functionality is therefore the forwarding of
messages from the client application to the Triple Space storage repos-
itory (YARS).
The third component is either the desktop or the mobile application.
In this component the actions are invoked by the user. The applica-
tion again uses a speci�c interface called TSC API to communicate
with the space.
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As mentioned before, all components in this project use the HTTP
protocol to communicate with each other. Therefore no additional
communication software is required.

5.2 Space Servlet

This section describes the use and functionalities of the implementa-
tion of the space component.
Like YARS itself the space servlet is written entirely in Java and can
be deployed to any servlet container such as Tomcat.
Concerning the TSC-Stack in �gure 2 the space implements the op-
eration layer and the coordination layer. It uses the data access API
for communication with the storage.

5.2.1 Purpose

The servlet acts as a communicator between the light-weight client
[33] application on the one side, and the Triple Space storage imple-
mentation on the other side. Therefore the servlet must implement
methods that handle the "send" and "receive" HTTP commands such
as PUT, POST and GET.
The servlet processes queries and returns triples in N3 format over
HTTP.
The client application, that accesses the Space, calls standard TSC op-
erations which are de�ned in the TSC API. The space servlet receives
these commands and transforms them into implementation speci�c
operations.
A special purpose of the space servlet is to maintain a thread for the
waitToRead method, that queries the space in time intervals several
times.

Metadata and Context

Other purposes of the Space are to generate a unique ID with which
the triples can be identi�ed. This is called "context" and is �nally
the location (subfolder) of the triple from the root folder of the Triple
Space storage repository. Additional to the context there is also other
metadata that is created by the space servlet. This metadata consists
of a triple that describes the address of the space servlet and a triple
that stores the current timestamp. All this metadata is also stored
in the repository. Metadata is important in order to distinguish one
content from another.
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The timestamp-metadata for example is necessary if there are two
triple sets in two di�erent contexts which both describe the same
thing (e.g. temperature measurements in the same place taken every
minute). Here the timestamp provides information to which triple
set is the most up-to-date. Furthermore, the requester can also select
older values.
The host address-metadata may also be interesting for the data re-
quester. If there are several stations storing information about the
same subject, the requester can decide by means of the address-metadata
which data he wants to receive. In the real world this can be com-
pared to two versions of a story. One version is told by a reliable
person (friend) and one told by a stranger. Here everyone would of
course tend to believe the reliable person and his version of the story
as he is a person to be more trusted. Having the address of the source
that stored the data, the requester can select which information to
receive by setting one source to be trusted more just the same way.

5.2.2 Functionalities

The only connection to the Triple Space repository is through the ex-
tracted class called DataAccessAPIImpl. This is where the general
Data Access API is implemented according to the particular storage
system. This class can be seen as the operation layer and Data Ac-
cess Layer compared to the TSC-Stack. In the case of this thesis a
communication with the YARS storage system is implemented.
The YARS storage can be accessed via HTTP protocol. Actions are
performed by using HTTP GET, PUT and DELETE commands. So
the standard HTTP commands in combination with N3 and N3QL are
used to perform all database requests. The YARS itself then extracts
the N3QL respectively N3 from the body of the HTTP request, per-
forms an action on the database and �nally gives response by sending
HTTP response messages.
YARS can also be operated via the command-line tools wget 2 and
curl 3 without using the space servlet.
If for example the URL of the YARS system is:

http : ==www:myY ARS:com=yars ,

a N3 triple can be added to the YARS system by HTTP PUT as fol-
lows:
A possible triple could be

2http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
3http://curl.haxx.se/
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hhttp : ==www:test:orgihhttp : ==purl:org=dc=memberi"testobject":

There also has to be a location(context) in which the triple is supposed
to be stored. In this example this is called: `/speci�edFolder'.
In reality the name of this folder is generated by the Space and is
unique as explained in section 5.2.
This chosen folder (context) has to be concatenated to the URL. So
the new URL would then looks like this:

http://www.myYARS.com/yars/speci�edFolder .

It is now possible, to store a triple in the repository into this context
by committing an HTTP PUT command with the triple on this new
URL.

In order to retrieve this new triple the HTTP GET command is
required. It is possible to either request the speci�c subgraph which is
the context ('speci�cFolder'), or the whole graph from the root folder
with all its child folders by default. For a query the GET command
in combination with the N3 Query Language (N3QL) is required.
In order to delete triples from the YARS, the HTTP DELETE com-
mand in combination with N3QL is required.
For a connection via HTTP within Java applications, there also is
the JDBC-like API for YARS called YAPI [24] which is implemented
int the DataAccessAPIImpl class. YAPI simpli�es the communication
with the repository by providing functionalities and objects that are
necessary. YAPI allows the Java developer to:

� establish a connection with the repository

� create a statement that is used to pass the N3 to the repository

� insert and delete data

� execute queries

� handle errors

The following methods are implemented in the DataAccessAPI-
Impl class.

read(URI datastore, String template): String

This operation searches in the whole repository and in all contexts
starting from the root node. The method returns a Vector of Triples
that are stored in the Triple Space and are matching the query pattern.
In case of a failure the method returns an IOException.

write(URI space, URI datastore, String triples, URI

source, long timestamp): String
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This operation stores a single triple or a set of triples that are
arranged sequentially in a String into the repository.
As arguments it takes the URI of the Space, the URI of the stor-
age repository, the triples which are supposed to be stored and a
timestamp of when the triples were created.
The write method builds up a connection to the repository. It gener-
ates a unique ID when it commits the triples. The ID is made up of
a hash value of the Space URI and a timestamp.
This ID is then used to create a speci�ed folder (context) that is im-
portant for storing the triples.
In addition the method also creates a metadata folder. This folder is
also stored into the same context as a subfolder.
After the operation was successful, the generated ID (context) is re-
turned as a String value to the client that invoked the operation. This
ID tells the client that the operation was successful and also where to
�nd the stored data again. With this context URI the client can then
call the read method to retrieve the data.
If the space servlet fails to generate the context or write the triple to
the repository it throws an IOException that has to be handled by
the client.

count(URI yarsUri, String query): long

read(URI yarsUri, URI uri): String

These two methods are similar to the equivalent methods described
by the TSC-API which is implemented by the Client-Applications.
Therefore their functionalities will be discussed later.
Nevertheless there is another method that is also in the TSC-API but
where the functionalities are implemented in the space servlet:

waitToRead(URI yarsURI, String query, long timeout):

String

This method queries the repository from the root with a speci�ed
query. If no triples are found, the null value is passed back and the
method waits �ve seconds before querying again. This waiting is im-
plemented with a thread that sleeps 5 seconds. After this time it
queries the repository again until the speci�ed timeout is exceeded. If
there is a response, the data is returned just as in the read method.
Nevertheless there is one great di�erence between the waitToRead and
the other methods mentioned above. All other methods could use
functionalities of the YARS API YAPI. In the case of the waitToRead
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this API could not be used because the return codes have to be ex-
amined. Only if the response code of the repository is "NO Content"
the thread should sleep. With the YAPI interface one only receives a
Bad Request response when no triples are found, and this could also
be due to a malformed query. The feature of sending the correct re-
sponse code is not yet implemented in the YAPI (June 2006).
All methods named above receive a response from the repository in
form of N3 notation but only handle it as a String value. The reason
for this is, that the space servlet sends this information directly to the
client via HTTP messages. As this can only be String data, it would
not make sense to parse it to N3 here and then cast it back to String
value just to retransmit it to the client. Therefore the data stays in
the String format simply because of performance reasons.
The servlet receives the command (HTTPServletRequest) from the
client application. The doGet() respectively the doPost() method then
excerpts a method tag which is communicated in the URI itself. De-
pending on this tag the right method is called and the servlet performs
the right action.
In the servlet the doPost() method is used to invoke the write method
and the doGet() method is used to invoke the read, waitToRead and
the count methods.
The YAPI interface [24] is of great use here as the YAPI methods
simplify the interaction and the programming e�ort involved. In the
following a code example is shown which demonstrates how easy in-
teraction is with the use of the YAPI interface.

Connection con =

DriverManager.getConnection(url.toString());

This line establishes a connection to the YARS storage. Then the
context for the new Statement (Triple) has to be set with the following:

Statement stmt = con.createStatement("/" +

context.toString());

Finally it is possible to store a triple in the YARS storage with:

stmt.executeInsert(triple);

This was the case for the write method.
When performing a read or a count on the database communication
is comparatively simple:

Connection con =

DriverManager.getConnection(url.toString());

Statement stmt = con.createStatement(query);

ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(null);
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because of the "null" attribute the last line would return all triples
from the root node that match the query. This is used in the read
method.
Without the YAPI interface connecting to the YARS storage is more
complex, as a HTTP Connection has to be built up manually each
time and the HTTP-response code that is received from the YARS
storage has to be parsed and checked thoroughly.
Following response codes are possible and occur when communicating
with YARS.

� response code 200 - means HTTP-OK.
It is sent if the GET command was successful. The requested
data is then returned within the message.

� response code 201 - means HTTP-CREATED.
It is sent if the PUT command was successful and the triple is
stored. The message contains the location where the triple is
stored.

� response code 204 - means HTTP-No Content.
It is sent if a query does not match any stored triple and the
response has no further data.

� response code 400 - means HTTP-Bad Request.
It is sent if the sent query contains syntax errors.

� response code 500 - means HTTP-Internal Server Error.
This often occurs in combination with 204 and 400 and indicates
an unde�ned error in general.

One can check whether the space servlet is online and accessible by
simply typing the URI in the address bar of a web browser. This
invokes the doGet() method of the servlet. As no method tag is at-
tached, the servlet then only returns a message that the Space is
running and ready.

Data Access API

The space servlet uses functionalities that are based on the methods
of the Data Access API. The Data Access API is supposed to abstract
the underlying storing technology. This API was one of the main top-
ics of the thesis [28]. The Data Access API is de�ned in the TSC
layer stack. Components that connect to the YARS system have to
implement this API. This API simply consists of two methods: read
and write. All methods that are montioned above in the space servlet
use the functionalities provided by this API to perform their actions.
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5.3 The Proxy

The proxy is the part of the Triple Space that enables forwarding of
the operations. It contains the TSC-API and its implementation. In
this thesis the proxy is implemented in the client applications but can
also be extracted from them and used in other applications.

TSC API

In this API it is speci�ed which functionalities the Triple Space im-
plements.
All applications that use the Triple Space can address the TSC API
methods.
In the development process it turned out that changes had to be made
to the API introduced by the TSC research group in Deliverable 2.1
[33] which was the theoretical reference for the TSC API. Here the con-
tainer type `set` is proposed for the read operation. The J2ME API
speci�cation does not provide this data type whereas J2SE does. As
the interface has to be applicable to both, the type had to be changed
to a type that is available in J2SE as well as J2ME. The container
type 'vector' was chosen as a substitution and the implementation of
the TSC API with its implementations were changed. Another imple-
mentation di�erence to TSC speci�cation of Deliverable 2.1 was due
to the fact that the java.net.URI class is also not applicable under
J2ME. Therefore an I URI interface with J2ME and J2SE speci�c im-
plementations was developed. This I URI interface simply consists of
getter and setter methods for the URI String.
Later on in the section about the implementation of the mobile client
other di�erences between J2ME and J2SE are discussed.
The methods have basically the same purpose as the methods already
introduced in the DataAccessAPI of the space servlet except for di�er-
ent return values and arguments. Following methods are announced
by the TSC API.

write(I URI space, Triple triple): I URI

write(I URI space, Vector triples): I URI

Both write methods are used to store data persistently in the Triple
Space. The second method extends the �rst write method with the
ability of writing a whole graph of triples into the space. As arguments
it takes the URI of the space and a Vector containing the graph of
triples. This write variant is likely to be used more often inside appli-
cations than the �rst one, as in most cases one wants to store several
triples belonging to each other at one time and within one operation.
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The methods return an I URI object of the written triples' URI in the
Triple Space. If the methods fail to write into the space, they throw
an IOException.

read(I URI space, String query): Vector

This method is used to retrieve information with an N3QL query.
As arguments the URI of the space is needed and a query written in
N3QL notation.
As a result this method returns the result of the read method in the
DataAccessAPIImpl class of the space servlet. The only di�erence
is, that the return value is now parsed from String into a Vector of
Triples. These triples are originally retrieved from the Triple Space
repository and are matching the query pattern.
If no triples were found in the space it returns null. If the method
fails to execute like for instance can not build up a connection with
the space, it throws an IOException.

read(I URI space, I URI context): Vector

This read method di�ers from the read method above, as it does not
start its search at the root node, but at a folder (context) which is
speci�ed as an URI. From this speci�ed folder on the method returns
a named graph which contains all triples including all subfolders. No
N3QL query is necessary but only the URI of the context.
If the named graph does not exist, the method returns null and in the
case of an error it also throws an IOException.

count(I URI space, String query): long

The count operation counts all triples, matching a certain query.
It can be useful for performance reasons, if it is only of interest whether
there exists a result to a certain query but not the content of the re-
sult. Not the result itself will be sent, but the number of results. If
the number of results is too large, the query can be speci�ed more
precisely until the number of matching triples is as expected. This
greatly reduces tra�c between the client application an the space.
Apart from the return value being a long value the count method in-
vokes a similar operation in the space servlet as the �rst read method.
If no triples were found this method returns 0. In the case of an error
it also returns an IOException.

waitToRead(I URI space, String query, long

timeout):Vector

The waitToRead method's functionalities are outsourced into the
DataAccessAPI class in the Space (see section 5.2.2)
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A problem of the implementation of all these methods occurred
considering that the HTTP protocol only includes the 4 commands
PUT, POST, GET and DELETE. The fact that all these di�erent
methods are supposed to be communicated to the Space, leads to
having to �nd a usable workaround. As a solution the URL of the
space, to which the connection is established, is concatenated with a
tag, marking the intended method. This then looks as follows:

http : ==
Space?triple = hsubjectihpredicateihobjecti?method='write'

Here the write method would be called, which would invoke the space
servlet to commit the triple to the repository.
Of course all other methods from the upper list like count, read, wait-
ToRead, can be called that way and are understood by the Space. The
only di�erence then is , that ?q=N3QLQueryString is used instead of
?triple=.... .

http : ==Space?q=N3QLQueryString?method =0 read0

5.4 Client Applications

This thesis contains two client implementations. One being imple-
mented in J2SE for a desktop PC and the other implemented in J2ME
for mobile devices. From the perspective of the Space, both implemen-
tations connect the same way via HTTP and use the same interface.
Both send the data in the same format. In the communication process
the Space receives commands from the client application and returns
response codes forwarded from the storage repository. These can be
logged and graphically edited in the client application. The logged
data then gives feedback as to whether an operation has been per-
formed successfully.
Nevertheless the implementations of both clients are very di�erent
even though they both implement the same interface (TSC-API).

Application Speci�c Objects

The professors and the consultation hours are both standard classes
with attributes. A "professor" object for instance has the attributes
�rst name, last name, a vector for all professors he knows and a vector
with his consultation hours.
The "ConsultationHour" object has attributes description, location,
hours and weekday for the time.
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These attributes for the objects can be inserted into the input mask of
the desktop application. With these values the application can then
instantiate a new object. Another possible way of creating an object
is to assemble existing data from the Triple Space and map these into
an Object. This is done by queries that deliver the attributes. With
these attributes, a new "professor" object can also be instantiated
which can be seen in the GUIs of both clients.

Representation of the data concerning this application

If one professor already knows another professor, who is already ac-
quired by the system, this relationship can be modelled as well. For
this the Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) [21] syntax is applied. FOAF has
originally been developed with the aim of de�ning an RDF vocabulary
for expressing metadata about people and their interests, relationships
and activities. FOAF documents are written in the RDF syntax and
mostly contain information about a person (e.g. Name, address, tele-
phone number etc). The term \knows" also belongs to the FOAF
vocabulary and is used as the namespace for the triple describing the
relationship between professors. This shows how easily other existing
RDF models can be integrated within the system.
Furthermore the \knows" attribute is also interesting, as it implements
the theory displayed in �gure 4. The object resource of one triple (the
professor, who is known) is also the subject of other triples where his
attributes are described again.
The following list shows the representation syntax of the attributes
of the professor and the consultation hour objects in this project. In
terms of N3 triples these are the predicates.

� �rst name http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/�rstName

� last name http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name

� knows http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows

� occupation http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/workplaceHomepage

� description http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/description

� location http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/location

� hours http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/time

� weekday http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/weekday

The syntax for the N3 subject resources of Innsbruck professors is the
following URI.

http://www.uibk.ac.at/lastName+�rstName
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Triples belonging to professors of the university Innsbruck can eas-
ily be distinguished from other triples by examining the triple marking
the occupation with the predicate

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/workplaceHomepage

inside the context. If this has

http://www.uibk.ac.at/

as the object then all triples in this context belong to a professor.
This is how professors and all their attributes can be distinguished
from other triples and queried and retrieved from the Triple Space.

5.4.1 Desktop Client

This section describes the purpose of the desktop client in the project.
It will be shown, how the desktop client is of help for the development
of the whole project and is needed for user interaction. In addition the
functionalities are �gured out. Here the source code itself is examined
and the reason for certain constructs are explained. Finally a short
user guide will show how the application should be used and what it
can perform. A detailed user guide with screen shots is provided in
the appendix.

Purpose

The desktop application plays an important role in the project. It
connects to the space and provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
for user interaction with the Data stored in the Triple Space.
Communication with the Space can only be established by using HTTP
commands. A developer can only ensure the correct functionality of
the components by constantly testing the response to these commands.
Of course it is always possible to generate HTTP commands by using
command line tools such as curl 4 or wget 5. However these tools are
awkward to use and di�cult to handle.
Here the desktop client with its easy-to-use GUI can help a lot. Re-
turn messages can be represented and errors displayed can be detected
lot easier. Thus the application also provides low-level functionalities
such as inserting and querying of single triples. Therefore it can also
be used as a testing client in the development process not only of the
client applications but also of the other components .

4http://curl.haxx.se/
5http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
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Nevertheless the main purpose of the desktop client is in assisting the
user to insert and retrieve information easily. The user should get the
impression that he is working on a direct interface to the TSC data-
base and the functionalities should be self-explanatory.
Here a desktop client has advantages compared to a J2ME application
on mobile devices. It is a lot easier to insert data using a normal key-
board, than the small numpad of most mobile devices. Furthermore
the larger screen allows the software designer to create an easier han-
dling of the application. In this application of managing the consulta-
tion hours of professors, the thought behind the desktop application
is, that it is merely used to publish data. The university members
should be able to insert information about their consultation hours.
This information can then be retrieved later by the mobile devices or
of course by desktop client itself.

Functionalities

The desktop client itself is a graphical Java application, which runs
under Java 1.4.2 runtime. The graphical components are Java-Swing
based. Swing is part of the Java 2 Platform and therefore does not
need any external jar �les.
It can be seen as a database application, which uses the Triple Space
as its database. Therefore standard patterns, which �t to database
applications can be applied. A clearly structured construction of the
classes in form of design patterns is essential, to guarantee that the
program can be used for all planned features.
Here the Model View Controller (MVC) Paradigm [35] is implemented.
MVC consists of three kinds of objects. The Model is the application
object, the View is its screen presentation, and the Controller de�nes
the way the user interface reacts to user input. This modelling tech-
nique is of great use for Database applications as it decouples views
and models. Its modular behavior guarantees all exibility and scala-
bility that are needed for testing the API functionalities and achieving
the goal of developing this complex application. A UML-Diagram is
provided in the appendix in �gure 14.
The application itself is divided into the following packages according
the MVC pattern.

1. GUI package (View)
The GUI package contains several graphical classes that include
Java Swing elements. The class GUI TabbedFrame is loaded
in the initiation process of the application. This class serves
as a frame for all other GUIs. The other GUIs are all exten-
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sions of JPanels and are loaded inside the tabbed pane of the
GUI TabbedFrame class. So each of these graphical classes rep-
resent one tab selection in the application.

Figure 6: Screenshot of the startup GUI

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the GUI with its standard com-
ponents.
A detailed user guide with all GUIs and explanations is printed
in the appendix.

2. controller package
The Controller package consists of classes that control the events
and actions invoked in the GUI classes. Every GUI class has its
corresponding controller class. In these classes all components
of the GUI classes are managed. If the user performs an action
(e.g. clicks on a button) the action listener of this button is
called. This is located in the controller. This then performs
further actions. The controllers also transfer data the other way
to the GUI components which is then visualized. The constructor
method of the controllers initialize a GUI object with an instance
of itself.

gui queryProf = new GUI queryProf(this);

because of this the constructor can perform actions on the GUI
instance.
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The GUI object on the other hand must know the controller ob-
ject in order to know where its action listener is located.
There is one class called Controller.java which is the superclass
of all GUI-speci�c controllers. This class is loaded in the initial-
ization process at the startup of the application. It is responsible
to build the user view for the startup screen and to load all other
controllers. The Controller class also manages the logging and
the capturing of the returned data. All controllers also catch
exceptions that occur in in the communication with the Space.
These exceptions are then printed in the GUI.

3. j2seImpl package(Model)
This package includes the SpaceAccess.java �le. This class is the
only place in the source code, where a connection to the Space
is established. Here the TSC API is implemented. The returned
N3 data from the Space is parsed with the N3 and RDF parsers
from the YARS API [24]. The SpaceAccess.java also throws
exceptions when the parsed data is incorrect or any problems
occur in the communication with the space (e.g. HTTP-Error
codes).

4. core package
The core package includes other functionalities that have not got
anything to do with the MVC pattern but are essential for the
application.
Here the classes for the own data types (professor and consulta-
tion hour) are located. It also includes the �le Main.java which
contains the main method by which the whole application can
be started.
The con�guration manager classes are also located in the core
package. The con�guration manager (�gure 7) allows the user
to change the space URI at runtime. This might be useful if for
some reason one Space is not available because of network prob-
lems. Then the user can easily change the URI and try another
one. The con�guration data is stored in xml format in a separate
�le called con�g.xml.

5. tests
The package tests include tests that ensure the correctness of the
functionalities. These tests are written in the testing framework
JUnit [8].
Here the various TSC-API method implementations are tested
and validated on correctness. JUnit tests were used throughout
the entire development process to guarantee error-free code.
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Figure 7: Con�guration of the space connection

5.4.2 Mobile Client

In this paragraph the mobile client application is examined. At �rst
it is shown how to run the application successfully as an emulation on
a desktop PC without having to use a real mobile device. Later the
most important functionalities will be examined.

Running the mobile client on a desktop environment

First of all the standard MIDP toolkit[9] is necessary. Within the
`Eclipse' development environment it is possible to install the plugin
called EclipseMe. This plugin helps a lot to develop and run J2ME
Midlets on desktop PCs as it provides all classpath entries and settings
needed to compile the midlet. Information on the plugin can be found
at [4]. Without the EclipseMe plugin one has to set the classpath
setting manually.
Before starting the mobile application one has to determine which
space to communicate with. This application communicates with a
space, which is deployed to http://localhost:8080/space. Of course
for this entry a running space servlet is required on local machine.
If there is no space servlet running on the local machine, one can
also use the space which is deployed to the DERI Server (http://
138.232.65.150:8080/space). In order to switch to another space, all
there is to do, is change the I URI argument in the �le
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at.deri.tsc.tspace.controller.WizardEngine.java .
If the space and the YARS system are running correctly and there is
an active internet connection, it now should be possible to start and
use the midlet
org.semanticweb.yars.mobile.gui.MobileClientMidlet.java.

Functionalities

As indicated before in section J2ME Limitations, the J2ME API pro-
hibits the use of some standard Java components. This complicates
the porting of the desktop functionalities to the midlet. Here are the
problems that occurred during the programming phase and had to be
worked around.

Object serialization enables an object to write its state binary to
an output stream and vice versa read an input stream. In the general
Java API the java.io package includes these read and write methods
which use the serializable interface. This serializable interface does
not exist in J2ME. Some standard collections such as ArrayList, List
or Set implement this interface and are therefore missing in the J2ME
API. As a substitution, Vectors can be used.
Also the interface java.util.Map has to be substituted. This was
changed to java.util.Hashtable. Iterators are substituted by Enumer-
ators. These substitutions work in most cases, but still one has to
consider that they di�er in some points and maybe do not continue to
provide all functionalities.
Furthermore J2ME also does not support generic data types like JDK
1.5. Of course this does not cause a big problem, as this can be sub-
stituted easily by typecasts. However in large projects with many
di�erent objects typecasts can require much additional code.
In order to guarantee scalability it is important to create a highly
modular software design. In classical applications that communicate
with databases, there is certainly only one best approach. This is
the Model View Controller Pattern (MVC) which is also used in the
desktop application. Unfortunately it is hardly possible to apply this
pattern correctly to a J2ME application, as the Midlet itself, is the
GUI and is always updated or rather exchanged completely with an-
other screen. Nevertheless this application implements a structure,
which comes close to MVC. It is basically divided into 3 packages
GUI, Controller, and j2MeImpl (Model) similar to the desktop ap-
plication. Only the classes inside the package do not work entirely
conform to the MVC paradigm.
The package structure especially of the GUI package and the controller
package might seem to be confusing at �rst. This framework however
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is an e�cient way to keep the project scalable and modular. In the
Appendix there is an UML Diagram of this structure in �gure 16.

� GUI package
The GUI package has a quite di�erent content to the GUI pack-
age of the desktop client. Here the MobileClientMidlet.java �le
resembles the actual Midlet. This is the starting point of the
application. Here the start-screen is built up �rst in the method
StartApp(). There are certain menu objects called C Menu with
which the menu tree is built up. A C Menu object can include
other C Menu objects or a Menu Selection() object, which then
is used to start another screen. The Menu Selection class and
its displayable interface are also located in the GUI package.
So at �rst there is a C Menu object called main:

C Menu main = new C Menu( "Main menu", null);

then a menu item �rst created with:

C Menu menu1 = new C Menu( "Test API Functions",

main);

And then added to the main menu as a submenu:

main.addChild(new C Menu( "Test API-Functions",

null), menu1);

To add an menu item that opens a screen where the user can
perform other actions such as inserting text a Menu Selection
item can be added as well:

menu1.addChild(new C Menu("Count", main) new

MenuSelection() );

� Controller package
The C Menu class of the controller package contains the ac-
tion listener with the CommandAction method for the Midlet.
When the user selects a menu item, the CommandAction method
checks, whether the selection is the lowest child (leaf) of the menu
tree. Only leafs are instances of the Menu Selection class. If this
is the case, then the respective StartWizard....() methods start
the right WizardEngine. These WizardEngines are loaded by
the C Menu class. Here each engine gets its speci�c Wizards
which are as well part of the controller package. The Wizards
change the screen content of the midlet. Wizards always inherit
the WDialog class, which again inherits form Elements. Alto-
gether the wizards are extended form elements, which make it
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possible to move backward and forward between the screens and
navigate to other Wizards.

The wizards use worker threads to start new database connec-
tions. It can take a long time to establish an HTTP connection
from a mobile client to a space. Without threads this would then
block the whole application and the user would probably think
that the system has crashed. With a worker thread, the appli-
cation is not blocked while the connection is established as the
main thread stays idle and the user can still use the graphical
interface for interaction. The thread simply runs in the back-
ground.

� j2MeImpl package (Model)
In this package the class spaceAccessMobile has access to the
space. Here the connection is established using a HTTP connec-
tion similar as to the desktop application. The only di�erence
is that the URL encoding had to be programmed manually as
no urlEncoder class exists for midp. This class is called by the
controller elements as in the normal MVC pattern and supplies
the controller elements with data.

The mobile client application does not allow the input of consul-
tation hours or professors. This has to be done in the desktop appli-
cation. Nevertheless the mobile application does have an additional
feature. It is possible to make a reservation for a consultation hour at
a speci�ed date.
The purpose of this functionality is to show how additional informa-
tion can be connected with data that is already stored.
This again works with triples. At �rst the professor for whom the
reservation shall be made must be loaded at runtime. Now the �rst
name and the last name of this professor are substituted and used as
subject for the triples marking the reservation date and the name of
the person reserving. These triples are stored in a new context into
the Triple Space.
The querying of these reservations works just the same as with the
usual queries.
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6 Analysis

The goal of this project was to create a mobile application that com-
municates with the Triple Space and uses YARS as a persistent storage
system. The important point was, that the APIs which are introduced
by the thesis of Matthias Farwick should be implemented and used.
These goals not only have been solved but also additional features
and functionalities have been added. (e.g. possibility of setting up a
"FOAF-knows" relationship between two professors and the ability of
booking consultation hours within the mobile application have been
managed as well.)
The applications can be of great use for other software developers.
Even though exactly these client applications will probably never be
used productively they can be used as a pattern for designing other
applications. Later developers can for instance reuse the space-access
classes for communication. In J2ME projects the worker threads for
building up a connection or the error handling is to be reused.

The TSC paradigm is certainly suitable for mobile applications as
they can adopt its way of communicating. However the developers and
researchers of TSC for mobile devices have a revolutionary vision of
independence. Not only independence of time, space and reference
but also platform independence. Every device should be able to com-
municate using the Triple Space. This is the point where this thesis
reaches its limits. In this thesis a Java runtime is necessary and only
devices that support Java Midlets or have a Java runtime installed can
use them. A better approach to platform independence would be not
to have an installed application but only a browser on the client device.
Up to now common browser technologies for the HTTP-Response-
Request paradigm always have to reload a complete html page when
the server sends information to the client. Inevitably usability suf-
fers from the loading time of the pages which is a disadvantage to
applications installed on the device. However there is a new tech-
nology in web development called AJAX - "Asynchronous JavaScript
And XML" [30]. Here the html page is programmed with the help
of JavaScript and the client (browser) can send HTTP-requests inside
an HTML-document without having to reload the whole page. This
technology �ts perfectly to TSC and would adopt better to the vision
of independence as only a browser is required and it is regardless of
which system is used.
Concerning the client applications a necessary future extension would
be a graphical interface for entering data within the mobile client
rather than only in the desktop client.
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As far as the space application is concerned, this can already be used
by other applications without any modi�cations. The space applica-
tion uses the YARS interface (YAPI) to connect with YARS. In future
the space application should always be updated and checked for errors
as soon as there are any changes within the YARS interface. A small
change in the YARS interface and the way it communicates can lead to
the e�ect that it is incompatible with the way the space servlet imple-
ments the method calls and as a result no communication is possible
anymore.

Usability

According to the usability both client applications have a very intuitive
GUI. The user will not have any di�culties in �nding the function-
alities and the "Look and Feel" of the applications is also very good.
However "quality of service" is not guaranteed in systems that com-
municate via TCP/IP so it can never be avoided that the user might
have to wait some time if the connection is bad. In this point the
application could be improved by including mechanisms in which the
user has more inuence on the communication. This means that the
user can abort a transaction anytime and does not have to wait for it
to end. Here the implementation of worker threads as already used in
the mobile application would do the job. Then the application is not
blocked with the communication procedure and a GUI for aborting
the connection could be shown.

Testing

Testing the correctness of the operations is crucial, as it might be di�-
cult to detect mistakes in a multi-layered architecture. So all interfaces
and methods were tested thoroughly. To detect a mistake can require
much e�ort later on, as debugging might not be possible throughout
the autonomous systems. Therefore tests were made to guarantee the
correctness of the API functions as well as other methods. At the
beginning of the development a testing client was created in J2SE. By
degrees this testing client gained more and more functionalities and
could be adopted to the desktop application later. This was only pos-
sible because of the modular setup that was introduced by the MVC
pattern right from the beginning. In this design it is easy to add new
functionalities later.
The JUnit tests had the focus on testing the functionalities of the im-
plementation of the TSC-API. Here for example the read and write
functionalities were checked and their return values were compared
with the expected values. The read and write functionalities are used
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in all methods that communicate with the space and as other func-
tionalities build upon these they are important to be error-free.

7 Conclusions

YARS as a storage for TSC data de�nitely has the potential of be-
coming a commonly used storing technology in future. Nevertheless
YARS is not yet as advanced and is still being developed. Especially
the querying possibilities are not yet technically completed. For exam-
ple relative paths are not supported by YARS up to now. This causes
the limitation that all queries have to start at the root directory. Rel-
ative paths inside the YARS would enable a higher e�ciency in the
querying as for instance the mapping could happen in the YARS itself.
Then not all entries would have to be searched for separately.

Mobile Applications can bene�t from the usage of TSC. The asyn-
chronous communication structure can be used to improve many cur-
rent mobile applications that still use synchronous communication.
The development of this system helped developing some parts of the
YARS itself. For instance, the way the context is generated and the
method of adding the metadata to the repository has been elaborated
within this thesis.
It is now shown, that the TSC paradigm can be implemented in com-
bination with J2ME mobile applications.
As TSC and YARS are still in development this thesis has to be seen
as an implementation of a snapshot of YARS in February 2006. Addi-
tional features that were added to YARS from then on have not been
considered.
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A Appendix

A.1 Desktop Client - User Guide

In �gure 6 the main GUI is pictured. The user sees this after launch-
ing the application. On this screen the user can decide which action
he wants to perform by selecting a tab at the top.
On this screen it is possible to write single triples to the space. The
triple has to be entered into the text �eld in the correct syntax. This
can then be committed to the space by using the "Write" button.
The log and return information at the bottom part of the mask gives
information about whether the whole operation was successful. This
text box also informs the user about the context in which the triple
can be found (queried) again. This functionality is rather low level
and is mostly used in the development process for testing purpose.

GUI query space

Figure 8 shows the GUI mask for user-de�ned querying. The initial
state shows the standard query which would return all triples stored
in the Triple Space. Of course this can be modi�ed by the user and
then used with the buttons "query space" and "count". This func-
tionality certainly is not very user friendly, as the returned data is
also very low level and will not give much information to people that
not understand the N3 syntax. The reason why this functionalities
are useful is also the help for the developing process. A developer can
easily test new queries before adapting them to the application.
In combination with a correct N3QL statement in the main text area
the "query space" button returns all matching triples whereas the
"count" button only returns the number of matching triples and dis-
plays it at the bottom
By typing the correct URI (context) of the Triple Space repository in
the main text area and then using the button "read uri", all triples
from this context and the containing subfolders can be retrieved.
The "clear return" button simply clears the bottom return messages
which can be pretty long. The only purpose of this is to be able to
distinguish the returned messages more easily.

GUI Write Professor

Figure 9 shows the GUI where the tab for inserting a new professor
and his consultation hour is selected.
After inserting all data in the speci�c text �elds, the user can click the
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Figure 8: GUI query space

button `generate N3`. This generates N3 Syntax with all the triples
for the data which is then printed in the text area beneath. The exact
syntax and used namespaces are described in source code explanation.
After this the user can commit this to the Triple Space by clicking the
"write N3" button. Here all triples are sent to the space. The bottom
part of the window is here also used to display log messages and return
values of the communication with the space.
Additional the user can also select other already existing professors in
a list, to create a knows relationship within professors.

GUI Query Professor

Figure 10 shows the GUI where the tab for querying professors and
their consultation hours is selected
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The "Get Names" button needs to be klicked �rst to query the space
for all professors. These are then displayed in the " Names" �eld. The
user can now mark a name by clicking on a name which then �lls the
"Consultation Hours" box and the "Knows" box with data. Inside
the "Consultation Hours" box the user can mark one line in order to
receive additional information.

A.2 Mobile Client - User Guide

Retrieving a consultation hour

The screenshots of �gure 11 show the GUI of the mobile applica-
tion. In the �rst screen the user can select a stored professor from a
dropdown list. The selected professor with his information and con-
sultation hours is then displayed in the second next screen.

The additional feature of booking a consultation hour in the mobile
device can be seen in �gure 12. Here the name and date of the booking
can be entered and stored in the triple space.
After this this booking can be seen when calling the information of
the professor (�gure 11) again.

The mobile client also has low-level functionalities. These help can
be used to show that there are no errors in the J2ME implementation
of the API functionalities. They can be seen in the three screenshots
at �gure 13.
The �rst screenshot is the menu selection where the user can select
which functionality to test. The second screenshot shows the GUI that
can be used to store triples in the space. Here a previously de�ned
triple is written in the textbox and can be modi�ed by the user. By
clicking on the button "NEXT" the triple(s) is/are committed sent to
the space calling its write method.
The third screenshot shows the GUI for querying triples. By default
the standard query is written in the textbox. This query would re-
turn all stored triples from the repository. But of course this can be
changed.

A.3 UML-Diagrams
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Figure 9: GUI for saving a new professor and his consultation hour
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Figure 10: GUI for displaying professors and their consultation hours
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Figure 11: Querying of information of professor

Figure 12: Booking of a consultation hour
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Figure 13: Low-level functionalities
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Figure 14: Simpli�ed UML-Diagram of the desktop application for (only the
classes that are used in the GUIs "querySpace" and "writeTriple")
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Figure 15: UML-Diagram for the Con�guration manager of the desktop client
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Figure 16: UML-Diagram for the mobile application
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